Tele wiring diagrams

With this sort of an illustrative manual, you will have the ability to troubleshoot, prevent, and full
your tasks without difficulty. Not only will it help you attain your required outcomes more
quickly, but also make the complete procedure less difficult for everybody. This book can show
to be the perfect instrument for all individuals who wish to create a well-organized and
well-planned operating atmosphere. Wiring Diagram comes with several easy to follow Wiring
Diagram Instructions. It is meant to help all of the common person in creating a suitable
program. These instructions will be easy to comprehend and use. With this particular manual,
you may be able to find out how each element ought to be linked as well as the precise steps
you should take to be able to efficiently total a particular activity. Wiring Diagram consists of
numerous in depth illustrations that show the relationship of varied things. It includes
guidelines and diagrams for various varieties of wiring techniques and other items like lights,
home windows, and so on. Every one of these tips are illustrated with useful examples. Wiring
Diagram not only offers comprehensive illustrations of whatever you can do, but in addition the
methods you should follow while doing so. Not only is it possible to locate numerous diagrams,
however you may also get step-by-step directions for any specific undertaking or topic that you
would wish to know more about. Furthermore, Wiring Diagram provides you with time body by
which the projects are for being completed. You will be in a position to know precisely when the
projects should be finished, that makes it easier to suit your needs to correctly control your
time and effort. Wiring diagram also provides beneficial suggestions for tasks that may need
some added gear. This guide even contains ideas for added supplies that you might want as a
way to complete your assignments. It will also include materials you could must total easy
tasks. Wiring Diagram includes each examples and step-by-step instructions that might permit
you to definitely actually build your venture. Wiring Diagrams are created to be easy to
comprehend and easy to construct. You are able to discover this manual easy to utilize as well
as really cost-effective. You are able to usually rely on Wiring Diagram being an essential
reference that can enable you to conserve time and cash. In addition, this guide offers practical
ideas for a lot of various assignments that you will likely be in a position to accomplish.
Telecaster Wiring Diagram Gallery. Typical standard fender telecaster guitar wiring. I was
wondering if someone can give me a little bit o help for a wiring that i want to do on my
telecaster. If you're repairing or modifying your instrument or simply need some replacement
part numbers, these lists and diagrams note:. Each part ought to be placed and connected with
other parts in particular manner. The diagram above is from a great feature called '5 way
switches explained'. Highway one telecaster guitar pdf manual download. Here's the final wiring
diagram i came up with, swapping positions 3 and 4 from the youtube video, and moving
around the common poles of the switch to the pickup switch is really mangled, loose, and
crackly so i'm thinking it needs to be replaced. Wiring diagrams for stratocaster, telecaster,
gibson, jazz bass and more. Image result for telecaster deluxe 72 wiring diagram. Hello first post
for me. Wiring help 5ws for telecaster. The world's largest selection of free guitar wiring
diagrams. I wired the bridge to the middle tone pot as well and it worked great. View and
download fender highway one telecaster wiring diagram online. Electronic wiring harness for
telecaster white tip 3 way. Strat wiring diagram seymour duncan. These include a volume pot
Electronic wiring harness for telecaster white tip 3 way. It really added to the sonic capability of
the tele, and now you can get classic malcom young tones out of the guitar! Keefer's telecaster
sound and vibe was the inspiration for this project. Follow the link below the ironstone
telecaster 5 way set uses an unmodified strat 5 way switch to achieve both so think about one
pickup being dedicated to one half of the 5 way switch and the other pickup wired to the. These
include a volume pot Because i have a humm. This is another cool wiring scheme that gives you
all the traditional sounds plus something extra. If you're repairing or modifying your instrument
or simply need some replacement part numbers, these lists and diagrams note: Typical
standard fender telecaster guitar wiring. Most of our older guitar parts lists, wiring diagrams
and switching control function diagrams predate formatting which would allow us to make. It's a
52, but the tele has been modded to the modern wiring, what i want to do is a sort of going back.
By Wallpaper February 16, If you're repairing or modifying your instrument or simply need some
replacement part numbers, these lists and diagrams note: These include a volume pot
Electronic wiring harness for telecaster white tip 3 way. Newer Older. Related Posts There is no
other posts in this category. Search This Blog. Archive February Xbox Headset Wire Diagram :
Why is my voice ch Xterra Fuse Diagram - I have a Xterra January December Subscribe Our
Newsletter. Factory telecaster wirings pt 1 2 premier guitar wiring diagrams by lindy fralin and
bass fender tele diagram charger for schematics 3 position switch seniorsclub it component
herby standard hh mim forum single pickup the esquire humbucker soup mod garage bill
lawrence 5 way circuit john deere engine schematic b f fuse box 72 deluxe nashville noiseless
79 f headlight n3 samsung rsbaww refrigerator guide six string supplies squier ford model

seymour duncan rothstein guitars serious tone player 73l printable very handy sel mis tukune
jeanjaures37 fr jazzmaster full version hd quality seodiagrams portoturisticodilovere dual
humbuckers audi battery prowler regal flts super press enimsc affinity wire ballast with strat
hyundai tucson light. Factory telecaster wirings pt 1 2 wiring diagrams by lindy fralin fender tele
diagram position switch standard hh mim single pickup bill lawrence 5 way circuit guitar b f 72
deluxe nashville noiseless n3 guide six string squier seymour duncan rothstein guitars serious
tone for jazzmaster dual humbuckers 3 super affinity with strat Share this: Facebook Twitter
Pinterest Telegram WhatsApp Skype LinkedIn Pocket Print Related Related Posts. Round Trailer
Plug Wiring Diagram. Wiring Diagram For Fog Lights. Megajolt E Wiring Diagram. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply. This guide will show you how to wire a Telecaster. The Telecaster was the first
commercially produced guitar in the world. Way back in , Leo Fender's first creation, the
Esquire evolved into the Broadcaster in before finally settling on the Telecaster name. This
guide is based on our Telecaster wiring kit and the components therein. There is a wiring
diagram at the end of the article and we recommend you study it carefully before starting.
Tinning the components before makes for an easier and more reliable solder connection - both
electronically and mechanically. Solder melts at substantially lower temperatures but you need
to make sure the component gets hot enough to allow the solder to flow into the joint you are
creating. Assuming you have already removed the control plate from your guitar, assemble the
components as per the below photo. The two CTS pots need to be facing each other. The pot
nearest the switch is the volume control while the second pot is the tone control. With regards
to the switch, it doesnt matter which way it sits in the control plate - it will work the same
whichever way round you place it. We'll start off by grounding - the third terminal of the volume
pot needs to be grounded - to do this, fill the eyelet with solder and let it cool. Then bend the
terminal back onto the pot casing. Hold your soldering iron onto the pot casing to warm the
area and flow solder in to complete the joint. Alternatively, just use a wire running from the
eyelet and solder this to the pot casing. See the below photos for reference. Next - lay down the
ground wire connecting the two pots together - start of by tinning the side of the pots by
warming the area and flowing a small puddle of solder onto the pot casing. Then, using either
the black cloth wire provided or some tinned copper wire connect the two pots together. NOTE this step is not essential if you are using a metal control plate. The pots are grounded by the
control plate. The easiest method is to use a single wire running from the top of the switch
continuously to the input lug on the volume pot. Using the cream cloth wire provided, pull the
cloth back 5cm or so until you have enough bare wire underneath. Follow the below 3 way
switch wiring schematic and solder the end of the wire to the furthest switch terminal lug 1 on
the diagram , then lug 2, then 7 and finally 8. The wire running from the switch gets connected
to the input terminal of the volume pot - in the same eyelet you will solder the wire running to
the temrinal directly opposite on the tone control, as well as the treble bleed if you are using
one. Before connecting the jack - lets add the capacitor. We are using a 0. Most capacitors in
guitar wiring are not polarised, so it does not matter which way round you put it. In a Telecaster,
one lead gets soldered to the middle terminal of the tone control and the other lead gets
grounded. Take 15cm of black cloth wire and solder it to the ground lug the inner ring is always
the ground on a jack. Once cooled, cover the joint with the heat shrink tubing. Not only does
this create a more durable jack, it insulates and protects the joints from coming into contact
with any shielding materials copper foil, shielding paint etc You can also use this tubing to keep
both of the jack's lead wires together until they break away to their different solder points in the
circuit. With the jack completed, solder the ground black wire to the back of the tone or volume
control pot and the live cream wire to the output lug of the volume pot. This is the middle lug.
That's the Telecaster harness completed. Now you simply have to connect your pickups to the
correct terminals follow the diagram below on the 3 way switch, connect the groud wire running
to the bridge and reassemble your guitar. Telecaster wiring is actually quite simple - as long as
you are skilled enough with a soldering iron and have a good, clear and easy to read wiring
diagram then you shouldn't have any problems at all. This is the simple 3 way Telecaster wiring,
the guitar's classical form but there are many other options to explore - Premier Guitar have a
great guide on possible Telecaster wiring mods or we have a range of different wiring diagrams
specifically suited for Telecaster wiring, including the 4 way mod, wiring in series as well as
some vintage setups. To wire a reverse Telecaster control plate so the 3 way switch is on the far
side, away from your hand we have a wiring guide on how to do this. All of the components
used in this guide can be found in our guitar electronics section. Wiring in Series with push pull
pot. Telecaster 3 Way Switch Wiring. How to Wire a Stratocaster. How to Wire a Les Paul 50s
style. How to Wire a Les Paul Junior. Soldering Braided Guitar Wire. Soldering Tips: Tinning
Guitar Components. Once you comprehend the different kinds of switches and adhere to a great
wiring diagram, you ought to be in a position to put in a new switch in your house. Most

switches are standard but you might want to take out the switch and take it to the shop to make
certain you have the specific replacement switch. The three-way switch which you will use is
something you should place a bit of consideration into too. The simplest way for three-way
switches is to set the light between both switches. The 3-way switches must forever at the start
and at the close of the circuit. The circuit is composed of a two PNP transistors that compose a
bistable circuit. There is an additional circuit comprising a timer integrated circuit that pauses
the trolley every time it changes direction and as soon as it is in the middle of town. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Home Wiring Diagram.
Audio Output Transformer Wiring Diagram. Ford Ignition Switch Wiring Diagram. Ford Harness
Wiring Diagram. Technical Ideas Wiring Diagram. Please enter your comment! Please enter your
name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Honda Wiring Diagram Symbols April
12, Load more. Phostenix Wiring Diagrams. Search this site. Phostenix' Guitar Wiring Diagram
Library. The Splender. Strat-X2 Plus. Esquire Teles. HH Guitars. HSS Guitars. HSH Guitars. HHH
Guitars. Custom Wiring Setups. Recent Additions. Other Guitar Wiring Sites. Standard Tele
Wiring. Back to Top. Standard Tele Wiring with an "Import" Switch. Here's a simple mod for the
standard 3-way Tele setup that changes the middle position from being the pickups in parallel
in-phase to being the pickups in what is commonly call Half Out-of-Phase or HOoP. The pickups
are out-of-phase with each other in parallel , but the Neck pickup has a cap in series with it to
reduce some of its lows. That reduces the amount of cancellation of low frequencies from the
Bridge pickup and has a sound like a Strat "in-between" tone. Optionally, you can add a resistor
in series with one or both pickups when they are half out-of-phase to give the sound a little
more of that Strat quack. If you don't use the optional resistor, it would be replaced in the
drawing by a wire. Standard Tele Wiring with Bridge Humbucker. Bridge Humbucker. Standard
Tele Wiring with Neck Humbucker. Autosplit of the humbucker in Position 2. Autosplit of the
humbucker in Position 2 - Outside Coil. Autosplit of the humbucker in Position 2 - Inside Coil.
Most humbuckers, when wired as they typically are, will give you in inside coil when you tie the
splits to ground and the outside coil when you tie the splits to the output. So, how do you get
the inside coil when you can't tie the splits to ground? You wire the humbucker differently. This
wiring setup will give you the inside coil of the humbucker in Position 2 while still keeping the 2
pickups in phase with each other. Same as above, but with different pickup brand wire colors.
The solution is to use a 3-Way Super Switch, which can be purchased from a seller on ebay
search for 3-way super switch. The 3 choices are 1 the Rail pickup by itself, 2 both coils in
parallel not series , and 3 the P by itself. This wiring setup was created for players who plug
their guitar straight into a passive volume pedal in front of their amp. Since that volume pedal is
loading the guitar with another volume pot, I thought it might be useful to have a way to bypass
the guitar's internal volume pot when they are using the volume pedal. This is not a pickups
straight out to the jack setup - the tone pot is still in the circuit. I've drawn it up two ways - with
a push-pull or push-push volume pot or with a DPDT toggle switch. Here's a wiring setup for
volume pot bypass using a DPDT toggle switch instead of a push-pull volume pot. Telecaster
with Middle Series Position. This is my wiring diagram of the Peavey Omniac. It uses a standard
5-Way Super Switch as opposed to the non-standard one that Peavey uses. Jerry Donahue
Fender 5-Way Tele. There are some differences between the Peavey version and the Fender
version of the Jerry Donahue Tele. I don't know if the Fender version has the treble bleed mod
on it, but I left it on the drawing. The switching is a little different than the others. This is a 2
humbucker Tele with an added 3-way On-Off-On toggle switch to switch between humbucker
and single coil modes. With the toggle switch in the center position, both pickups are full
humbuckers. Flip the toggle up and the pickups are the outside single coils. Flip the toggle
down and the pickups are the inside single coils. Because typical Seymour Duncan pickups
have the coil with the North magnet on the inside and the coil with the South magnet on the
outside, the wiring diagram above will give you pickups with matching magnetic polarity when
choosing either of the single coil modes. If you want the combined single coils in Position 2 to
be hum cancelling, you can flip the magnet that's inside one of the pickups and modify the
wiring a bit. When you flip the magnet, current flows the opposite direction through the pickup,
so the Green wire becomes the hot lead and the Black wire becomes the ground lead. I've drawn
this up with the Neck pickup as the one that has had its magnet flipped. Seymour Duncan
P-Rails wire up a little different than typical Seymour Duncan pickups, so here's what the above
setup would look like with P-Rails. Position 2 is always hum cancelling, as well. Standard 4-Way
Tele. One possible drawback of the standard 4-way Tele wiring is that in Position 1 Bridge
pickup only , the Neck pickup's hot lead is still connected to the output while its ground lead is
not connected to anything. This has the potential of making the Neck pickup act as an antenna
that picks up noise. A simple solution is to add one small jumper to the 4-way switch red arrow
in the drawing that also connects the Neck pickup's ground lead to the output in Position 1 -

effectively shorting out the Neck pickup and eliminating the noise potential. What if you have a
Neck pickup where it's not possible to separate the negative lead from the cover? Well, as long
as you can separate the negative lead of the Bridge pickup from its frame, you can use this
wiring setup for a 4-Way Tele. The tone cap is the. SH 4-Way Tele. HS 4-Way Tele. Click on the
image below for a larger version. If you want the option to have both pickups in series, but don't
want to use a 4-way switch, you can add a push-pull or push-push pot to the standard 3-way
setup so that the middle position changes from being both pickups in parallel to being both
pickups in series. This is the same as above, but using a DPDT toggle switch instead of a
push-pull pot. This wiring setup also gives you the option of having the pickups out-of-phase
with each other using a second push-pull or push-push pot. Similar to the above wiring setups,
but this version uses the Gibson style right-angle 3-Way pickup selector switch. This is not the
standard Les Paul 3-Way switch, but the one usually referred to as the 3 pickup switch for 3
pickup SGs. This setup gives you the option to change the middle position from being both
pickups in parallel to being both pickups in series. Here's my drawing of the Fender Baja Tele
wiring. It's just a re-creation of the Fender diagram, but in color to make it a little easier to
clearly see all of the wires and connections. This is a simple mod to add another choice to the
Baja Tele. Only Position 1 Bridge pickup only is affected by the tone control. The volumes are
together on the forward pot and the tones are together on the rear pot. The volumes are wired
like a modern Les Paul, so if you turn one volume all the way down, the center position will also
have no output. This wiring setup has the 4-way Tele choices in a slightly different order with an
added position for the Bridge pickup with no tone control. Bridge - No Tone. This wiring setup
has the 3-way Tele choices with an added position for the Bridge pickup with no tone control
and an added position for the Neck pickup with a fixed tone cap. This wiring setup has the
typical 4-way Tele choices in positions with Position1 being the Bridge pickup connected
straight to the output jack no volume or tone controls. Bridge - Straight Out to the Jack. This
wiring setup has the typical 3-way Tele choices plus a simple cocked wah sound and the Bridge
pickup straight to the output jack. This wiring setup has the 4-way Tele choices in a slightly
different order with an added position for the Bridge pickup with what is commonly called the
Arlo Cocked Wah sound. This is the same wiring setup as above, but wired using the Schaller
Megaswitch M 5-way switch. This setup has the 4-way Tele choices in a slightly different order
with an added position for the Bridge pickup with what is commonly called the Arlo Cocked
Wah sound. Fender Pawn Shop ' There's no pickup selector switch or tone control. Just a
volume control and a blend control to pan between pickups or have them both in parallel in the
center position. It's the same idea as the Pawn Shop '72, but with a tone control and with a
standard sized Tele control plate in mind. The 3-way pickup selector switch is replaced by a
blend pot. Standard volume and tone controls. Tele with 3-Way and Blend Knob. This one
seems a little redundant to me, but someone asked for it. The Blend pot replaces the Tone pot,
so there is no tone control. The Neck Blend knob fully clockwise gives you both pickups. Here's
a slightly different version with no tone pot on the Neck pickup in Position 3. This page is still
under construction. Standard Tele Wiring 3-Way Switching: 1. Bridge 2. Neck Click on the image
below for a larger version. Neck Push-Pull Up: 1. Bridge Humbucker 2. Neck Humbucker Click
on the image below for a larger version. Rail 2. Both Coils in Parallel 3. P Click on the image
below for a larger version. Back to Top Telecaster with Push-Pull for Volume Pot Bypass This
wiring setup was created for players who plug their guitar straight into a passive volume pedal
in front of their amp. Neck with. Neck 5. Neck â€” No Tone Control Click on the image below for
a larger version. Back to Top 2 Humbucker Tele with Coil Split Toggle Switch Because typical
Seymour Duncan pickups have the coil with the North magnet on the inside and the coil with the
South magnet on the outside, the wiring diagram above will give you pickups with matching
magnetic polarity when choosing either of the single coil modes. Neck 4. Back to Top 4-Way
Tele with Modification to Reduce Noise Potential One possible drawback of the standard 4-way
Tele wiring is that in Position 1 Bridge pickup only , the Neck pickup's hot lead is still connected
to the output while its ground lead is not connected to anything. Neck Outside Coil 4. Neck
Toggle Up: 1. Neck Volume Push-Pull Up: 1. Bridge with Tone Control 2. Neck - No Tone Control
Click on the image below for a larger version. Bridge - No Tone Control 2. Bridge - Tone Control
3. Neck - Tone Control Click on the image below for a larger version. Bridge with Cocked Wah
Sound 3. Back to Top 5-Way Tele - No Bridge Tone Choice This wiring setup has the 4-way Tele
choices in a slightly different order with an added position for the Bridge pickup with no tone
control. Bridge - No Tone 2. Bridge 3. Neck with Fixed Tone Cap Click on the image below for a
larger version. Back to Top 5-Way Tele with Bridge Pickup Straight Out Choice This wiring
setup has the typical 4-way Tele choices in positions with Position1 being the Bridge pickup
connected straight to the output jack no volume or tone controls. Bridge - Straight Out to the
Jack 2. Bridge Straight to the Output Jack 2. Back to Top Click on the image below for a larger

version. Neck Outside Coil 5. Bridge with Neck Blend 3. Bridge with Tone 2. Bridge with Neck
Blend â€” No Tone 3. Wiring Diagram. Assortment of standard telecaster wiring diagram. A
wiring diagram is a simplified standard photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals
the elements of the circuit as streamlined forms, as well as the power and also signal
connections between the tools. A wiring diagram normally offers info regarding the relative
setting and arrangement of tools and terminals on the devices, to aid in building or servicing
the gadget. A pictorial representation would certainly show extra detail of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of an extra symbolic symbols to highlight
interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is often utilized to repair troubles
and also to make certain that the links have actually been made and also that whatever exists.
Collection of standard telecaster wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it
to your computer by right clicking on the image. An initial take a look at a circuit representation
could be confusing, however if you can read a train map, you could review schematics. The
purpose coincides: obtaining from point A to aim B. Literally, a circuit is the path that allows
electrical energy to circulation. If you understand what to seek, it ll ended up being force of
habit. While initially you ll just be reviewing them, eventually you will certainly start creating
your very own. This overview will show you a few of the typical icons that you are sure to see in
your future electrical engineering job. Voltage: Measured in volts V , voltage is the stress or
pressure of electrical energy. This is typically supplied by a battery such as a 9V battery or
mains electrical energy, the outlets in your house run at V. Outlets in various other nations run
at a various voltage, which is why you need a converter when traveling. Present: Existing is the
flow of electrical energy, or more particularly, the circulation of electrons. It is measured in
Amperes Amps , and also can only stream when a voltage supply is linked. Resistance:
Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance specifies just how easily electrons can flow through a
product. Products such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they quickly allow
circulation of motion low resistance. Plastic, timber, as well as air are examples of insulators,
hindering the activity of electrons high resistance. DC Straight Current. DC is a continual flow of
present in one instructions. DC can flow not simply through conductors, but semi-conductors,
insulators, as well as also a vacuum cleaner. Air Conditioner Alternating Present. In AC, the flow
of existing regularly alternates in between 2 instructions, commonly forming a sine wave. The
frequency of Air Conditioning is gauged in Hertz Hz , and also is commonly 60 Hz for electricity
in domestic and organisation purposes. Finishing an electric engineering level as well as after
that obtaining a task in the area indicates you will certainly see a lot a lot a whole lot of these
schematics. It s vital to understand exactly just what is going on with these. Whenever you
determine your specific field of electric engineering, you may see extra complicated diagrams
and also signs. You ll learn also that various nations utilize various icons. Facebook 0 Tweet 0
Pin 0. The next step involves an intense investigation into several factory-spec Telecaster
wirings. For Tele freaks, it all started here. This circuit was used for the two-pickup Esquire,
which was later named Broadcaster. The guitar finally became the Telecaster in April
Remember, the original two-pickup Esquire wiring is characterized by the absence of a real tone
control. Instead, the second pot acted as a blend or pan control between the two pickups, and
this was only engaged with the 3-way pickup selector switch in the rear position. In May , Leo
modified the circuit to incorporate a true tone control by skipping the blend functionality and
discarding any two-pickup combination. Carson never really liked the blender wiring on his
Telecaster and came up with the idea to incorporate a real tone control. Position 1 switch lever
on the right : Bridge pickup alone with tone control engaged. Position 2 switch lever in the
middle : Neck pickup alone with tone control engaged. On modern Telecasters, this position
engages both pickups wired in parallel. Position 3 switch lever on the left : Neck pickup alone
with a bassy-sounding preset and no further tone control. On a modern Telecaster, this selects
the neck pickup alone with tone control engaged. Within this year period, the circuit stayed
mostly untouched, but Fender changed the specs of the two capacitors several times more
about this in a moment. For all wire runs from the pickups and between the switch and pots,
Fender used a waxed, cloth-covered wire in yellow, black, and white. Black was for all ground
connections, white for the hot wire from the neck pickup, and yellow for the hot wire from the
bridge pickup, as well as all connections between the switch and pots. Note: In this diagram, the
colors differ from the original dark circuit I just described. Diagram courtesy of Seymour
Duncan. With the neck pickup alone and the 0. Leo believed in this feature, so he transferred it
from the original two-pickup Esquire to the Tele, and it stayed untouched until late This was one
of the very first things players started to modify in their Teles because it was unpopular right
from the start. In late , the value of the cap between the 3-way switch and the volume pot
changed from the original 0. Fender used paper-waxed caps from Cornell Dubilier until , always
with a V rating. The tone cap between the two pots retained its tubular shape, but the original 0.

In , Fender replaced the paper-waxed caps with 50V ceramic caps. The tonal differences
between paper-waxed and ceramic caps are much more significant than all the little changes
during the era of CD paper-waxed caps. Until then, keep on modding! Dirk Wacker lives in
Germany and has been a guitar addict since age 5. When not working at his guitar workbench,
he plays country, rockabilly, surf, and flamenco. Contact him at info singlecoil. Guitars Bass
Amps Pedals Players. Dirk Wacker lives in Germany and is fascinated by anything related to old
Fender guitars and amps. He plays country, rockabilly, and surf music in two bands, works
regularly as a session musician for a local studio, and writes for several guitar mags. More
videos from Premier Guitar. Humbucker Pickups in an Esquire, PT. Adjusting Stratocaster
Pickup Height, Pt. Get our email newsletter! Rig Rundowns Most Recent. Rig Rundown:
Teenage Wrist. Rig Rundown: God Is an Astronaut []. Rig Rundown: Molly Miller. Rig Rundown:
Kurt Ballou. Rig Rundown: Tori Ruffin. Your Pedalboards ! On PremierGuitar. Sponsored
Content is clearly labeled everywhere it appears, and Premier Guitar 's editorial department has
no involvement in its creation. Ironically, he changed doctors shortly after the CBS sale and was
cured. As part of this deal, Leo signed a non-compete clause and remained a consultant with
Fender for the next two years. In retrospect, three factors led to the change in the Telecaster
wiring in late The first was customer demand to abandon the bassy neck-pickup preset. Finally,
CBS was known for their cost-cutting policies. The redesigned wiring was easier to produce
than its predecessor and used only one capacitor instead of two. After 17 years of existence,
the neck pickup preset vanished and a new wiring that provided a more traditional dual-pickup
switching was adopted. This old neck preset is mostly forgotten today because in the past,
many players clipped off the 0. Other guitarists simply rewired the whole circuit to their
individual needs, and consequently some experts credit Leo as the inadvertent godfather of the
guitar-modding scene. Position 1 switch lever on the right : Bridge pickup alone with tone
control engaged. Position 2 switch lever in the middle : Both pickups together in parallel.
Position 3 switch lever on the left : Neck pickup alone with tone control engaged. The small pF
cap was soldered as a treble bypass cap between the input and the output of the volume pot to
keep the high-end alive when rolling back the volume. This cap is not shown in the circuit
drawing and is no longer used today. The idea behind it was good, but pF was way too much
and only a good choice for funk or reggae players, because it offered high-end galore but
almost no bass. The absence of a resistor in parallel to the cap transformed the treble bypass
cap into a treble bleed network, and it influenced the taper of the volume pot in a bad
wayâ€”another downside of this design. For all wire-runs from the pickups, and to and from the
switch and pots, Fender used a waxed cloth wire in black and white, skipping yellow as a third
color. Black was for all ground connections, white for the hot wires from the pickups, as well as
all connections between the switch and the pots. Note that the tone cap wiring shown here is
not the way it was done in the Fender factoryâ€”instead, it contains a modern, useful twist.
Diagram courtesy of Seymour Duncan and used by permission. When using very large tone
caps, like tubular shaped paper-waxed caps, paper-in-oil caps, or the all-time favorite Orange
Drops, it may be necessary to use the original Fender factory approach because placing such
big caps on the bottom of the tone pot can cause space problems. The bottom of the cavity may
not be routed deep enough to accommodate the pot when a large cap is soldered to it, so
please keep this in mind when using large tone caps. Placing them between the two pots will
avoid such issues. In , both k pots were replaced by 1Meg pots to add even more highs. In late ,
the tone pot converted
2009 ford taurus x configurations
1999 toyota 4runner owners manual
1998 ford explorer service manual pdf
back to k, and the volume pot followed in late The 0. In , the pF treble bypass cap was removed
from the circuit. After , Fender used different brands of 3-way selector switches, all of them
without the imprint. Understanding the basics of this switch is essential to develop your own
custom wirings. Until then, keep on modding! Dirk Wacker lives in Germany and has been a
guitar addict since age 5. When not working at his guitar workbench, he plays country,
rockabilly, surf, and flamenco. Contact him at info singlecoil. Guitars Bass Amps Pedals
Players. More videos from Premier Guitar. Humbucker Pickups in an Esquire, PT. Get our email
newsletter! Rig Rundowns Most Recent. Rig Rundown: Teenage Wrist. Rig Rundown: God Is an
Astronaut []. Rig Rundown: Molly Miller. Rig Rundown: Kurt Ballou. Rig Rundown: Tori Ruffin.
Your Pedalboards ! On PremierGuitar. Sponsored Content is clearly labeled everywhere it
appears, and Premier Guitar 's editorial department has no involvement in its creation.

